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The September 2006 declaration by the International Atomic Energy Agency that Iran remained in breach of its nuclear arms control obligations, resulted in a hardening of policy positions in Washington and Tehran that continues to the present day. Despite prolonged diplomacy and two United Nations Security Council Resolutions, Iran continues to follow a foreign policy path that raises concerns about its intent and leaves open the possibility of a major crisis.

This paper examines the opposing policy positions that underpin the Iranian nuclear dispute and attendant security issues in the Middle East. The research reveals the key factors impacting on decision making include: Iran's intended use of the bountiful strategic harvest it has reaped since 2001; the extent to which the US feels its interests can be satisfied through multilateral responses that currently reflect a lack of resolve; and the influence of US domestic politics on foreign policy development. The paper explores a number of options before concluding that US interests demand stronger containment of Iran, concurrent efforts to generate a more effective international response, and a willingness to preempt an Iranian nuclear weapons capability if necessary.
In Middle East tribal politics there is rarely a happy medium. When one side is weak, it will tell you, “I’m weak, how can I compromise?” And when it’s strong, it will tell you, “I’m strong, why should I compromise?”

—Thomas Friedman

History has repeatedly demonstrated that perceptions of political strength can often translate into assessments of grand opportunity. Iran’s adversarial foreign policy is a current example, with fears generated by its nuclear program once again elevating Persian politics to the forefront of the global security agenda. The extent of international concern is evidenced by prolonged European-led diplomacy with Iran and the adoption of two United Nations Security Council Resolutions (UNSCR 1696 and 1737). These efforts have not only failed to moderate Iran’s behavior but increasingly expose the underlying fault line between national and collective interests. Iran’s leaders appear emboldened by the fractiousness of multilateral diplomacy, which often seems more focused on limiting US power than enforcing Iran’s compliance with international will. Despite the challenges of multilateralism, domestic political discord, and the concurrency implications of global military deployments, US decision makers appear committed to confronting Iranian threats – potentially on a unilateral basis. This paper explores the interests, options and consequences that underpin the strategies of the two most consequential powers in the Persian Gulf region – the US and Iran. An overview of the threat posed by Iran is provided to set the stage for subsequent discussion of competing interests and US response options. The paper concludes with a preferred direction for American foreign policy that reflects the limitations imposed by current geostrategic circumstances.

Iran: Threat or Opportunity?

UNSCR 1696 and 1737 reflect a broadly held view that the emergence of a hegemonic, nuclear capable Iran is a threat to international security. Key concerns include nuclear proliferation, destabilization of the Middle Eastern balance of power, and potential disruption of global energy supply. Consequently, the international community has demanded objective guarantees that Iran’s nuclear energy program cannot be put to more sinister uses. In response Iran has affirmed its sovereign right to possess a full nuclear cycle, irrespective of international inducements or sanctions. Moreover, Tehran has explicitly threatened the supply of Persian Gulf oil in the event of attacks against its nuclear facilities. This engages additional US interests relating to oil security that were enunciated during the Carter administration.
A recent bipartisan report by the US Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence highlighted key aspects of the threat posed by Iran. The Report concluded that Iran has pursued a clandestine uranium enrichment program for nearly two decades and may seek to enhance its ballistic missile inventory through the integration of nuclear weapons. The Committee found that Iran is likely to possess an offensive biological weapons program and an offensive chemical weapons research and development capability. It also highlighted Iran’s subversive support of terrorist proxies in the Middle East. By any measure, Iran’s policies and capability development priorities either threaten or have the potential to threaten international security interests. What then of its intent?

Since assuming office in 2005 President Ahmadinejad has appeared remarkably sanguine about Iran’s continuing isolation, which has complicated international engagement efforts. His public statements reflect unwillingness to compromise on a range of issues including Iran’s nuclear program, Israel’s right to exist, and the possibility of a two-state solution for Israel-Palestine. One interpretation of the President’s statements is that it is overblown rhetoric and unrepresentative of broader views in the Iranian polity. The lone wolf theory of Persian politics, however, is difficult to reconcile with the actions and statements of other leaders. Notably, Iran’s surreptitious nuclear program pre-dates the election of President Ahmadinejad by more than a decade, with both the Rafsanjani and Khatami Governments concealing uranium enrichment at Natanz and Khondab. Supreme Leader Khamenei and other influencers have publicly endorsed Iran’s nuclear aspirations as the specific policy of the Islamic Republic. In the aftermath of the UN’s adoption of UNSCR 1737 in December 2006, Iran’s Parliament voted to further reduce cooperation with the IAEA. Political speeches in the Majlis continue to emphasize a desire for regional expansionism. Iran has positioned itself at the forefront of an anti-western grouping that includes North Korea, Syria, Venezuela, Cuba, Sudan and Zimbabwe. Despite the voices of moderation that undeniably exist in Iran, they are suppressed and unable to influence policies that have characterized the Iranian political agenda for at least 20 years. The expectations generated by moderate conservative gains in the December 2006 Assembly of Experts elections, should therefore be kept in context.

Despite the international fears generated by Iran’s behavior, some commentators assert that its foreign policy objectives are deserving of soft power approaches. Ray Takeyh describes a pragmatic streak within the Iranian polity that would respond positively to US-initiated approaches. The recent Iraq Study Group recommended active US engagement of Iran without preconditions, despite acknowledging that Tehran is unlikely to cooperate in regional stability efforts. The possibility of a grand bargain between the US and Iran is also a
recurring feature of public debate – particularly in the aftermath of Democratic Party gains in the US 2006 mid-term elections. The often-stated benchmarks for this are the Clinton administration’s efforts to secure a comprehensive settlement with Tehran in the 1990s, and President Nixon’s rapprochement with China. Notably, the grand bargain proposed during the Clinton administration was rejected by Tehran hardliners and the catalyst for a warming of US-Chinese relations in the 1970’s was an approach from China. Similar Iranian-initiated rapprochement is unlikely given Tehran’s belief that current geostrategic circumstances are in its favor. Instead, Iran’s leaders continue to foment a vision of an enduring ideological struggle with secular modernity, brought to its doorstep by the US and Israel. Consequently they have rejected approaches to reconcile Iranian interests with international concerns. Understanding these interests informs subsequent consideration of US response options.

Iran’s Interests

The Foundation of Iranian Interests and Policy

The adversarial nature of Iran’s foreign policy has roots dating back to US involvement in the overthrow of the nationalist government of Mohammed Mossadeq in 1953. The 25 years it took to overthrow the Shah caused an incremental build up of anti-US feeling that sustains Iranian enmity to the present day. The political ends that shape Iran’s actions are a desire to expand Shiite gains in the Islamic world under its leadership, to balance Israel’s regional supremacy, and to resist US influence. The catalyst for Iran’s boldness since 2001 includes the unintended strategic consequences of regime change in Afghanistan and Iraq, the political victory of Hamas, Hezbollah’s resistance of Israel’s 2006 incursion into South Lebanon, and the constraints on US military power resulting from its global commitments. Prolonged high oil prices have provided funds for Iran’s nuclear program, its support of terrorism, and dampened the impact of rising domestic inflation and unemployment. Within its immediate region Iran has benefited politically from the removal of the Taliban regime and Saddam Hussein. On the global stage it continues to benefit from the residual suspicion and caution that underpins multilateral consideration of US security interests. Interestingly, Iran’s current bold policies stand in stark contrast to its cooperation with the IAEA and offer to resolve substantive differences with the US during the height of the US 2003 offensive in Iraq. Iranian rapprochement on this occasion appeared to be motivated by the US ability to impose credible, coercive consequences. Conversely, Iran has pursued its interests with vigor when geostrategic circumstances have constrained US power.
nuclear cycle is a compelling example, raising the question of how much more boldly Iran might act with the added protection of nuclear deterrence.33

Nuclear Weapons

Iran’s nuclear aspirations are underpinned by nationalistic, economic and security objectives. It responds to criticism by highlighting perceived inconsistencies in US policy, including its toleration of Israel’s undeclared nuclear weapons status and muted response to Pakistan, India and North Korea when they crossed the nuclear threshold. Iran may have concluded that the US will respond in a similar way once it announces a nuclear weapons capability, leading it to possibly exaggerate the irreversible nature of its nuclear progress.34

Other aspects of Iran’s public information strategy appear equally unreliable. Claims that its nuclear program is entirely linked to energy generation are unconvincing given its status as one of the world’s biggest oil producers and custodian of hundreds of years of liquefied natural gas supply.35 Iran’s failure to explain the presence of highly enriched uranium and plutonium traces found during IAEA inspections only adds to international skepticism about its intentions.36

The concurrent outcome of Iran achieving a full nuclear energy cycle is the establishment of all core requirements for a nuclear weapons capability. The potential rewards that accompany this achievement include removal of Israel’s regional nuclear monopoly, greater leverage in Middle East affairs, and a strengthening of the hard-line regime against internal forces of opposition. An offensive nuclear capability, for example, would significantly enhance the deterrent effect Iran currently achieves against Israel and other regional neighbors through its terrorist proxies.37 Some commentators like Joseph Cirincione suggest that Iran’s relatively slow nuclear progress allows time for engagement and potential compromise.38 Barry Posen goes further in asserting that the world could live with a nuclear capable Iran.39 The consequences of being wrong about the timing and employment of an Iranian nuclear capability, however, demand the suspension of hope for more substantive policy responses.

Hastening US Disengagement

US military proximity to Iran is both advantageous and disadvantageous to Iranian interests. On one hand, regime change in Iraq and US suppression of the predominantly Sunni insurgency has altered the balance of power in the Middle East in ways that Iran could not have accomplished itself. Additionally, the magnitude of post-conflict operations in Iraq and Afghanistan constrains US military response options against Iran. This results from concurrency factors, but also relates to Tehran’s tactical opportunity to retaliate – either directly
or through proxies. On the other hand, Tehran is clearly troubled by the closeness of US forces, which simplifies interaction with Iranian rejectionist groups and provides multiple avenues for conventional attack. US-led stabilization of Iraq and Afghanistan also leaves open the possibility of Iran being surrounded by neighbors who are indebted to and reliant upon US patronage. The logical consequence of an accelerated US departure from the region, therefore, is an empowering of Iran. It provides a freer hand to expand its influence in the region, noting that these efforts are likely to remain subversive given the potential to ignite opposition from predominantly Sunni states like Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Egypt. Iran’s efforts to achieve an accelerated US withdrawal from the region are currently being pursued by lobbying Arab neighbors and through support of regional terrorist proxies.40

Support of Proxies

The scope of Iran’s support to Shiite militias and terrorist groups in Iraq, Turkey, Lebanon and the Palestinian territories, lends weight to assessments that its objectives transcend purely domestic concerns.41 This support is designed to enhance its ideological influence and hasten the demise of the US and Israeli counterbalance. Iran’s desire for regional influence, however, is complicated by an inherent tension. Its efforts to engender pro-Iranian sentiment in Iraq, for example, are challenged by the likelihood that the historical dichotomy between Persians and Arabs is likely to reassert itself over time. A further dilemma is uncertainty over which ethnic or sectarian grouping will emerge at the forefront of the Iraqi polity, which causes Iran to limit the support it provides.42 The level of influence Iran gains in exchange for its support of terrorist proxies is difficult to judge, but suggestions that it has a controlling influence over groups like Jaish Al Mahdi, Hamas or Hezbollah appear excessive. What is clear is that Iran has been a long-time supporter of violence beyond its borders. For some this constitutes a valid rationale for engagement and concessions. The counter argument is that such behavior should be confronted in ways that alters Tehran’s calculus of strategic costs and benefits.

A Grand Strategy: Expanding Islamist Power under Iranian Leadership

Iran’s grand strategy is underpinned by a desire to enhance Shiite power in the Middle East under its leadership.43 This establishes the conditions for a broader expansion of revolutionary ideology and Iran’s emergence as a transnational rallying point for the Islamic cause.44 This expansionist intent is not a recent phenomenon as evidenced by its support of attacks in Kuwait during the 1980s and efforts to engineer a coup in Bahrain in 1981.45 Similarly, its long term support of Hamas and Hezbollah is linked to a strategy of embedding
Shiite moral leadership at the forefront of the Palestinian cause.\textsuperscript{46} The fact that Iran’s leaders disavow a two-state solution for Israel-Palestine, however, underscores the uncompromising and self-interested nature of Tehran’s policy goals.\textsuperscript{47} A nuclear armed Iran is unlikely to desist from these objectives and may be further emboldened by the added protection of nuclear deterrence. Unless and until the potential negative costs to Iran exceed the perceived benefits of its strategy, it is likely to reject compromise and pursue policies that threaten its neighbors and the broader international community.

**US Values, Interests and Objectives**

The enduring US values that define the Bush administration’s foreign policy are the promotion of freedom, democracy and respect for the rule of law.\textsuperscript{48} This manifests itself in rhetoric and policy as an enduring commitment to democratization and an end to tyranny.\textsuperscript{49} The primary US objectives relating to Iran include: denying its hegemonic aspirations; enforcing its compliance with NPT obligations; stopping the regional proliferation of weapons of WMD;\textsuperscript{50} severing Iran’s ties to regional and international terrorism; and preserving international access to Persian Gulf oil.\textsuperscript{51} Tough US rhetoric, however, is not always accompanied by tough and practical policy. Although the reasons for this sometimes transcend US control, the outcome is an inability to persuade Iran that the costs of its behavior outweigh the benefits. American options in dealing with Iran are influenced by a range of factors, including limitations imposed by the international system and a resurgent tension in US foreign policy between the use of national power in pursuit of interests or universal values.\textsuperscript{52}

**US Strategic Options**

Constraints

Analysis to date reinforces Thucydides assertion that fear, honor and interest constitute the dominant motivators of conflict between nations.\textsuperscript{53} Despite the fear that results from Iran’s foreign policy, international reactions to date emphasize caution rather than resolve.\textsuperscript{54} This partly results from the influence of globalization, which has served to shape European perspectives in particular towards a world view founded on economic interdependence and non-military solutions.\textsuperscript{55} It also results from a belief that US objectives relating to Iran could easily follow a similar path to its invasion of Iraq.\textsuperscript{56} Other constraints on US freedom of action include the concurrency implications of global military deployments and domestic political discord in the aftermath of the 2006 mid-term elections. These influence policy responses, which traverse a
spectrum that includes engagement, containment, subversion, deterrence, and military intervention.\textsuperscript{57}

**Engagement, Diplomacy and Concessions\textsuperscript{58}**

The unwillingness of the Bush Administration to engage Iran’s leadership bilaterally and unconditionally is a recurring, critical feature of public commentary.\textsuperscript{59} Recent statements by the Prime Minister of Great Britain, the Iraq Study Group and influencers like Henry Kissinger highlight growing pressure to set the terms for an expanded dialogue with Iran.\textsuperscript{60} The intent is to explore Iran’s willingness to play a constructive role in the future of Iraq and broader regional stability.\textsuperscript{61} Opponents of engagement, however, argue that prolonged diplomacy and offers of concessions simply reward Iran for its policy of confrontation. Kenneth Pollack goes further in suggesting that Iran’s ability to influence events in Iraq is over-stated and therefore unworthy of unconditional engagement.\textsuperscript{62} As highlighted in the introductory quote, prolonged diplomacy in the Middle East tends to signal that an adversary is doing inconclusive things because they dare not do conclusive ones.\textsuperscript{63} This may reinforce assessments in Iran, Syria and North Korea that defiance of international will is not only a low cost option, but a profitable one.\textsuperscript{64} Unconditional US engagement may send such a signal, which is contrary to US interests and would weaken the position of moderate forces inside of Iran.

Although there have been moments of cooperation between the US and Iran since 1998, these were largely founded on mutually beneficial objectives relating to Afghanistan and Iraq. In the recent past Tehran has repeatedly stated that it sees no benefit in a resumption of diplomatic relations unless it is under fairer conditions. These are not specified, but potentially include recognition of Iran’s regional leadership role, accelerated US withdrawal from the Middle East, and a lifting of US / UN sanctions.\textsuperscript{65} Attendant conditions could include Israeli de-nuclearization and US repudiation of Iran’s status as a member of the Axis of Evil.\textsuperscript{66} These conditions are inconsistent with US policy and the prospect of the Bush administration initiating discussions on this basis is highly unlikely.\textsuperscript{67} Ultimately, trust is the essential element that underpins successful diplomacy and Iran’s record in this regard is unflattering.\textsuperscript{68}

The assertion that engagement with Iran will work if the correct mix of concessions is offered, ignores Iran’s prolonged investment in capabilities that promise to counterbalance US and Israeli influence. Stepping back from this investment risks a loss of authority that Iran’s revolutionary leadership will not accept unless the political consequences of proceeding are outweighed by the costs. Proponents of unconditional engagement also fail to recognize the current lack of international will for a unified, coercive response should engagement fail.
Arguably, Iran’s proximity to the strategic rewards it believes will accrue from a full nuclear cycle may have rendered engagement efforts nugatory. As its nuclear aspirations approach realization, the likelihood of an Iranian policy reversal decreases exponentially. Achieving the type of coercive effects likely to influence Iran’s calculus of costs and benefits is therefore a compelling near-term priority, which requires more than engagement and superficial sanctions. Although diplomacy is important, dialogue with Iran should remain conditional and be backed up by measures that induce real fear of consequences. To paraphrase Stephen Hadley, the dispute with Iran has more to do with cooperation than communication.

Containment and Subversion

Containment of Iran is perceived by some as a compelling option that will inevitably result in regime change from within. This is likely to be a slow process, however, given the longevity of Iran’s hard line regime and the increasingly authoritarian nature of its domestic policies. Iran’s leaders are likely to continue their resistance of US containment, particularly while multilateral diplomacy remains fractious. Notably, Russia and China appear resolutely opposed to substantive measures that might sway Iran’s calculus of strategic costs and benefits. Despite agreeing to limited sanctions against Iran under UNSCR 1737, the use of force is precluded and the commercial interests of Russia and China are protected. The situation is analogous to the 1990s when US efforts to contain Iran were diluted by European and Japanese engagement. This plays to Iran’s strategy of gaining time by pitting collective security interests against the commercial interests of its trading partners. Paradoxically, the very western ideal of economic interdependence is constraining international responses against Iran. The type of measures with the potential to influence Tehran’s strategy include: suspension from the UN; strict trade and foreign investment restrictions; and expulsion of its foreign intelligence networks. These measures must be accompanied by provisions that threaten severe consequences against states and institutions in breach. Iran would then be confronted by a clear choice between moderating its foreign policy and reaping the domestic consequences that robust sanctions may ignite. The reality of multilateral diplomacy today, however, is that a number of powerful states are unwilling to risk their economic interests in this way. The US must therefore consider whether it is willing to impose these measures unilaterally or on a ‘coalition of the willing’ basis.

A complementary option open to the US is to increase the pressure on Iran from within the country, inclusive of subversive support to groups that reject terrorism and support more democratic ideals. The recent establishment of a State Department office in Dubai with a
focus on enhancing institutional knowledge of Iran and cultivating contacts with visiting Iranians suggests this effort is underway. There are difficulties, however, in targeting opposition groups due to the pervasive and increasingly authoritarian nature of Iran’s neo conservative leadership. Michael Rubin highlights additional difficulties, particularly the risk of igniting anti-US sentiment that may work against longer-term US interests.

Military Operations

Direct military operations against Iran are clearly a last resort option and are highly dependent on accurate intelligence, which is problematic. Potential military responses traverse a broad spectrum ranging from limited attacks in support of nuclear preemption through to higher intensity land-based operations. By any measure high intensity conventional operations are currently unachievable due to the concurrent demands of US military commitments, a lack of bi-partisanship within the US polity, and strong international opposition. Even limited military attacks against Iran raise difficult questions relating to intent and effectiveness. Is destruction of Iran’s nuclear program possible and if not, is the delay achieved by partial destruction worth the risk? If the intent is to destroy Iran’s nuclear program, is it the facilities and scientists that are the centre of gravity, or the leadership that authorizes the work, or both? Precision targeting of Iran’s nuclear sites would be difficult given their dispersed, hardened and covert nature. Additionally, even limited attacks would grow in scale and complexity given the concurrent requirement to suppress Iranian sensors and retaliatory capabilities. Ultimately, US military options may be pre-empted if Israel repeats its 1981 attack on Iraq’s Osirak reactor. The difficulties in relation to targeting remain, however, and other risks include a potential strengthening of Iran’s ability to frame its responses as sovereign defense. Iran would also be able to emphasize US toleration of Israeli aggression and undeclared nuclear status, while suppressing the interests of other states in the Middle East. Nuclear pre-emption risks adding to Iran’s legitimacy and igniting a much larger regional and international dispute. There may be no choice to military preemption, however, if Iran’s nuclear weapons program is assessed to be approaching a useable capability.

An intermediate military option linked to containment is to repeat the Reagan administration’s overt use of US maritime power in the Persian Gulf during 1986-88. The intent would be to guarantee international trade via the Straits of Hormuz, while at the same time threatening to interdict Iranian oil exports should they resort to aggression. The question of how tolerable the international consequences of this response would be is a key factor to consider. Importantly, Iran has threatened to exacerbate terrorist activity and close the Straits
of Hormuz if attacked. Although such measures impact on Iran’s own interests, anything is possible if its leaders felt they were engaged in a fight for political survival. The inescapable logic, however, is that Iran could follow a similar path with the added security of nuclear deterrence.

A Way Forward

Despite Tehran’s perceptions of grand opportunity, there are diplomatic, informational, military and economic (DIME) points of leverage with the potential to moderate Iran’s foreign policy. As Iran’s diplomatic approach to the US in the Spring of 2003 demonstrated, American power and strength of purpose can be a powerful catalyst for Iranian pragmatism. This requires a stronger emphasis on the ‘IME’ in DIME and less emphasis on diplomatic rhetoric, which plays to a persecuted Shiite world view. The intent should be to exacerbate the negative effects that result from Iran’s adversarial foreign policies, forcing it to “fight on a hundred fronts.”

Diplomacy

Contrary to the advice in the Baker-Hamilton Report, US efforts should be focused on generating greater pressure on Iran’s leaders. This can be accomplished by constantly emphasizing the threat that Iran poses to the world oil trade, to countries with significant Shiite populations, and to regional anti-proliferation objectives. The US could also leverage regional fear of Iran and historical Arab-Persian rivalry, to encourage greater involvement by countries like Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Jordan in resolving the Israel-Palestinian dispute. Enhancing the limited sanctions adopted under UNSCR 1737 must also be a priority, noting that the opposition of key European states and China makes this problematic. If effective diplomatic responses cannot be generated, the best option available to the US is stronger containment of Iran – either unilaterally or in partnership with like minded allies.

Information

The US must continue to mobilize domestic and international opinion against Iran, which requires more effective communication of the deleterious effects of Iran’s behavior. For example, Iran’s export of sophisticated military technologies beyond its borders must be repeatedly emphasized. In place of the ‘catch and release’ policy normally applied when Iranian operatives are apprehended in Iraq, the US should consider ways of exploiting the informational value of these detentions. Similarly, public exposure of Iran’s subversive activities throughout the Middle East should be a recurring feature of the US information strategy.
Military

Containment of Iran must include a tougher military line on its subversive activities in Iraq.\(^{96}\) This requires greater acceptance of risk (both political and military) in dealing with Iranian cross-border operations. The costs and consequences of Iranian subversion must be understood in Tehran, in Baghdad, and particularly by Iraqi officials in provinces like Maysan and Basra. The approval of enhanced measures under the Proliferation Security Initiative to interdict suspected dual-use or other prohibited shipments to Iran should be fast tracked. This requires a strengthened US maritime presence in the Persian Gulf to facilitate enforcement, to enable a rapid response to Iranian military threats, and if necessary to launch pre-emptive attacks on Iran’s nuclear facilities.\(^{97}\) Ultimately, US choices narrow in the event that Iran reaches a tipping point in its nuclear development program. Should reliable intelligence indicate Iran’s realization of a useable nuclear weapons capability, the US and like-minded states must act preemptively to prevent such an outcome.

Economic

The US should link Iran’s economic future to its international behavior, focusing on Iran’s single commodity economy as a key point of leverage.\(^{98}\) One approach is to dissuade foreign investment in Iran, particularly by Japan and selected EU countries.\(^{99}\) The US could also exploit Iran’s vulnerability to oil price fluctuations by negotiating with OPEC members to increase oil production. This would lower prices, diminish the favorable impact on Iran’s economy, affect its foreign currency reserves, and reduce the effectiveness of Iran’s threats against world oil markets.\(^{100}\) Although some argue that the population of Iran would be the unintended victims of a declining economy, this is only true if they were the ultimate beneficiaries of oil revenues.\(^{101}\) This is not the case with much of the current wealth of Iran being diverted into the development of nuclear and military capabilities.

Conclusion

Iran’s behavior constitutes an obvious rallying point for a robust international response, the lack of which speaks volumes for the efficacy of multilateral diplomacy today. The political objectives that underlie this behavior have defined Persian politics for at least twenty years. The most important of these is a desire for regional hegemony, which is at the heart of Iran’s emphasis on WMD, subversive interference in the affairs of regional neighbors, and efforts to diminish western influence. Its leaders perceive current geostrategic circumstances as an opportunity to consolidate existing gains and test the limits of its broader interests for as long as
the international community allows. Such boldness has not always been the case, however, with Iranian pragmatism most evident when US power and resolve have been strongest. The Reagan administration’s response to Iranian aggression in the 1980s and Iran’s offer of engagement with America at the height of the US 2003 offensive in Iraq are two compelling examples. They demonstrate that unless and until the potential negative costs to Iran exceed the perceived benefits of its strategy, it is likely to reject compromise.

Despite suggestions that an Iranian nuclear threat will not emerge for some time or that the world could live with a nuclear capable Iran, the consequences of being wrong demand the suspension of hope for more substantial policy responses. All of the available evidence suggests that a nuclear armed Iran is likely to pursue its interests with greater vigor and be even less amenable to international opinion with the added protection of nuclear deterrence. Given Iran’s prolonged investment in a nuclear capability, the current dispute may have already assumed the status of decisive engagement – one that its leaders feel cannot be lost. The scale of this investment and the risk that Tehran accepts in pursuing a nuclear dividend, suggests it is a centerpiece of its strategic vision. The intensity of interests engaged requires the US to maximize the coercive effects of its national power – particularly economic, military and informational measures that can contain Iran and influence its leaders’ assessment of strategic costs and benefits. In the event that this fails to ameliorate Iran’s behavior and credible evidence emerges of a maturing Iranian nuclear weapons capability, then the US must be willing to employ preemptive force to prevent Iran from acquiring the added protection of nuclear deterrence. In essence US national security interests demand a proactive rather than an avoidant strategy in dealing with Iran. Acceptance of Iran’s behavior or compensating it for complying with international will constitutes appeasement of the worst kind. A willingness to overlook its behavior in the hope that it will respond cooperatively in regional stabilization efforts, ignores history, suspends logic, exaggerates Iran’s control of terrorist groups, and establishes an unfortunate precedent that other rogue states may seek to exploit. Moreover, reliance on Iran’s patronage of developing states like Iraq is akin to leaving a fox in charge of the hen house. It simplifies Iran’s attempt at expanding its regional influence, exacerbates Sunni-Shiite rivalry, lays the framework for WMD proliferation, and puts at risk important US relationships in the region. Although some consider prolonged engagement and concessions as preferable to confrontation, in Middle Eastern politics this signals weakness and invites further pressure. To paraphrase George Schulz, it is often better to act strongly when you should, rather than when you must.
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